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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this study is to investigate preschoolers'

comprehension and production of spatial wL Mandarin Chinese. The order

of acquisition, relations between production _omprehension, and cross

linguistic comparisons between English and Ch otse are the main focuses of

the present investigation.

in Experiment I, five groups of children with 10 children ( half were

boys) in each group at 34 month, 39 month, 46 month, 52 month and 57 month of

age were tested for their comprehension and production of 14 pairs of Chinese

spatial words. Comprehension was assessed by asking the child to point at

pictures that correspond to the spatial words spoken by the experimenter.

Production, on the other hand, was assessed by a game of opposition in which

one puppet ( played by the child) must aiway:. say the opposite of whatever

was said bi the other puppet (played by the experimenter). Results from the

study showed that there was a high degree of consistency in the order of ac-

quisition which paralleled colsely that was found for English. This order of

acquisition was also consistent witLI predictions derived from Clark's theory

of ° -space and L-space. Howevr, anther of Clark's prediction that the

,unmarked word should be acquired before the marked word was not supported by

our data.

In Experiment II, three groups children with 10 children in each

:irouo were tested for thei. comprehension of two pairs of spatial terms above'

and `rout /back. The average age of these children for each group was

46 month and 57 month respectively. Comprehension was assessed by

isking children to place a small object above, below, at the front or back cf

reference objects which were divided into four classes. They were: (1)

,:bjects with inherent top/bottom and front/back, (2) objects with inherent top

but tom but without front/back, (3) objects with inherent front/back but without

rub /bottom, and (4) objects with neither top/bottom nor front/back. Results

indicated that under all conditior,s, even the ycungest children had almost

er :t comprehension of top/bottom but comprehension was far from perfect for

frc,nt/hdck for (Thjects w *pout inherent front/back markings.



Preschooler's Acquisition of Spatial Words in Mandarin Chinese

Words referring to spatial dimensions. such as big/small, wide/mat )w

are found in most languages known to linguists. In terms of language

development, some of these relational words ( e.g. big, more) are among the

earliest words acquired ey children ( Nelson, 1973; Mcshane, 1980). However,

the conceptual complexity involved in many relational words made this acquisi-

tion quite extended, so that even by 6 or 7 years of age the full complexity of

some words is still beyond many children's gr.sp.

Research into spatial relational words has been quite active. As pointed

out by de Villiers (1978), rea.ons for this interest are : "first, these adjectives

constitute an important way of describing and identifying objects; second, many

studies have revealed a consistent ordnr:ng in their acquisition end in the diffi-

culty children have with them; and third, children maka interesting errors and

substitutions in acquiring the full set of adjectives, errorS*hat are suy 'Live
of she in which semantic development proceeds." (p. 136 )

As far as the theore tical analysis of this acquisition process is concerned

H. Clark (1973) has nroposed the most comprehensive theory. Clark's analysis is

b.-.ed on the fundamental assumption that children's acquisition of spatial and

temporal terms are guided by their prior cognitive-perceptual knowledge (the p-space)

of space. He Tbrt6er argues that the consistent acquisition order for spatial

terms ( L-soace) fund among English speaking children reflects the close corre-

lation between the L-spaee in English and the P-space in children's cognitive world,

and the cognitive complexity involved in spatial terms. One may add that if one

further assumes that the p-space is biologically constrained, then there should be

nigh correlations in the acquisition order cf spatial terms among all languages

,e-ch these terms are commonly used.

Clark believes that these are definite biological and physical constraints

"at lead the child to develop a p-space with very specific properties. For example

sepeification of object locations, one needs re.frence points and reference

lines in one or two dimensional space and reference planes in 3-0 space In addition,

gravity defines the vertical direction quite independent of the specific locations

on earth, ond the terrestrial plane defines a natural reference plane. Given the

asymnetrical nature of the gravitational force, there is a natural positive-negative

distinction. On the other hand, the vertical plane separating left and right

Ls quite symetrical with respect to man's bilateral representation of our perceo-

teal aparotus, sc, there is no natural positive negative' distinction here. In abort
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when man is in his typical upright position, the p-space has the following properties

" (1) ground level is a reference plane end upward is positive, (2) tne vertical

left-right plane through the body is another reference plane and forward from the

body is positive; and (3) the vertical front-to-back plane is tne third reference

plane and leftward and rightwara are both positive directions." ;p.35)

The L-space refers to the concept of space underlying tne linguistic use

of spatial terms. Clark (1973) wrote that " the most obi° properties of English

adjectives and prepositions is that they require the notion "point of reference',

following exactly ...(the) p-space" (p.3b). In preposition, the object of the pre-

position is the point of reference for locating objects. In adjectives, both pri-

mary and secondary point of reference are found. The former is a zero poirt (e.g.

the ground level) from which measures are mach, the latter is an arbitnary reference

point that depends on the specific Ftandard implied ( e.g."high","low" referring to

mountai,1 or houses) . Furthermore, certain adjectives can only apply to certain

directions ( e.g. 'high","low" referring to vertical direction), or the notion of

direction, is another property of the L-space. The third property of the L space

is the notion of markedness well known to linguists. Generally, the more complex

memoer of a pair of ,gords is the marked members which corresponas to the less natural

(or negative) direction of the p-space when there is asymmetry in the p-space.

In snort, there is close correlation between the p-,pace and tne L-space

in term of uoint of reference, markedness, and directionality.

When one considerc the issue of acquisition order of thesespatia' terms,

cognitive co-plex.ty should be the determining factor. Although there is no sure
a

way to m-.:s -e the absolute semantic (cognitive) ccmplexity of words, Brown's (1973)

rotor of c..mrulati,e (relative) complexity can be relied to mare certain predictions.- .

Foiicwing this strategy, Clark made the following predictions; (1) in antonymous

pdirs, OW m,irl.ed m,_r6er should be acquired later, since the marked memeber is less

natiiral in the p-space; (2) acquisition of spatial terms referring to secondary dimen-

>ion (e.g. wide/narrow, broad/narrow) should occur after those words referring to

pric:-ary di,ersions (e ions/short, tall/short; while words requiring both prlmary

and secs dimcasit.n (e.g. thick/thin) should curve tke ,attest.
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One mayor weakness in H. Clark's theory has to do with the lack of spe-

cification of the mechanisms involved in applying the L-space terms to p-space

knowledge during acquisition. E. Clark (1972, 1973) synthesized H. Clark's theory

to her own semantic acquisition theory based on semantic fcatur, hypothesis and

presented a more letaited anelysis on the actual acquisition process. The semantic

feature hypothesis is based on the assumption tnat the semantic knowledge of a

word can be analyzed Into a set of semantic features, while E Clark's theory assumes

that when a child learns the meaning of a word, he does it 4ature by feature, and

the order of acquisition follows the principle that the more general features are

acquired first. If one takes H. Clark's analysis on Spatial terms and regards

markedness, directionality, and point of reference ES different semantic features

of spatial words, then one can make more specific predictions on the acquisition

o-der based on E. Clark's theory. For exdmple, big/little vould be the easiest

to luIrn because their application is very general; they can be used to refer to

any dimension of space. Long/short, high/low, tall/short all refer to one dimen-

sional space, theretore, are less c9neral than big/little and should be learned

later than big/little. However, they are -Fiore general than wide/narrow and deep/

shol'ow because the latter not only refer to one-dimenstonal space but also itwol-

ves secondary point of reference which is more specific than prig ry point of re-

ference. Folloing this analysis Clarks' theories provide the fo!lowing oredic-

t;,-;n3 on order of acquisition of some spatial terms.

tall/short

high /love

long/short

wide/narrow
thick/thin

deen/ska:low

se7;rch data have not been unanimous in either ronf;rming or disconfirming

ti-eories. One of t'e earliest study ( Donaldson and Wales. ;970 ) had

-uiq-)L.ted the pred,Ltion that marked member is learn4d later than the unmarked

mmiger of adiectii,e pairs, however both methodological weakness (e.g. usin-,

coTpafatives and suagrlatives Ot hAjectives as testing materials) and less an

to led a-alisi, of daii, mad-, this stud 'Y i fcrer- f 'H'S',02C0t



Two years later, E. Clark (1972) designed an opposition game to test c;iildren's

production of spatial works. In this game, two hand-puppets were used to play a

game in which one puppet (played by the child) always suppose to say the opposite of

what the other puppet says (played by the experimenter). For example, if one puppet

says "hot", the other would have to say "cold" and so forth. From this study, E.

Clark was able to show that, as far as production goes, the order of acquisition of

spatial words is exactly as predicted by her tneory. But she did not find acquisi-

tion of unmarked member precedes the marked one. She explained this failure in terms

of the nature of the opposition game which ran be played only when the child under-
.

stood the meanicog of both members of a word-pair.

Several subsequent studies found conflicting results regarding the order of

acquisition of marked vs unmarked spatial adjectives. Bartlett (1976) and Brewer and

Stone(1975) found more errors in the comprehension of the negative pole but Carey

(1977), like Clark, found no such discrepancy between negative and positive poles.

Carey ( 1982) belleveo that the conflicting results can be understood by hypothsizing

that. children as wall as adults encode spatial relation of two objects in terms of

the positive member of the pair (e.g. taller, bigger . .etc.), so a comparative

statement containing the negative member tends to result ;n longer verification

time in adults ( Clark, Carpenter ana Just, 19,3) and more errors in children. When

the testing condition requires no comparison but a simple judgment (e.g. is this a

long stick?) or production of 2 adjective word, the differential error rate between,

positive and neaative words would disappear.

Acquisition order between different pairs of adjectives is much more robust

and stable. Many studies (Bartlett, 1976; Brewer and Stone, 1975; Carey, 1977;

E. Clark, 1972, Donaldson and Wales, 1970 ) found rather similar order of acquisi-

tior which is in ger'eral agreement with predictions Cased on the theor:es discussed

earlier.

The present study is motivated by H. Clark's theory which explicitly stated

that tn acq.isition order bet'.,,een different pairs of adjectives should be a languige

-r.4ersal. If th'> is true, order of acquis:tion identical to Enql;sh should be

f-,uno ,pati 3djectivcs.



EXPERIMENT I

In this expeiment, 14 pairs of words commonly used in Mandarin Chinese

to refer to spatial relations were used. They are : more/less (1; ),big/little

( '1' ) , long /short (t_oi ) , far/near (*A), tall/short 004 i, high/low

(Al/f ) , wide/narrow 1* ), thick/fine 411.11V) , fat/thin (PA), thick/thin

), aeep/shat!ow QM.), above /below ), front/back (ffl inside/

outside /1,_ ). Order of arquisitior of these words can be predicted on the

basis cf Clarks' theories.

(n-space)

( n-space)

(1- space, vertical)

(1-space, +vertical)

(1-space, +vertical)

(1-space,

(I-space,

(1-space,

(1-space,

vertical)

+vertical)

vertical)

v,rtical)

(2-space, -vertical,

(2-space. -vert cal,

(I-space,

(1-space,

(1-space,

-vertical,

-vertical,

-vertical,

most general, for object description

less general, for object description

less general, for object locatioh

secondary)!

second aryl;

still less genera', object descr$-Dt:on

sccondar,61

secondaryd least general , object description

secondary)! least general, object location

rAuclion was tested through a game of opposition Clark, 1972) whi'e

comp,cher -ion was 1-1,sessed by asking children to point to pictures corresponding

to ovc ts _-;e ,-.xperimenter. The main objectives of this experiment are

the order of acquisition for both production and comprehension, (L)

::t_-mt,e the acnu;sition relation between production and comprehension, (3)

Ch,nc.n acquisition order with that of English, aid (4) to further de-

of semantic acoursition -ougla the analysis of error patterns.



Method

Subjects

Sixty five Mandarin speaking pre-schoolers were tested, of which 47 came

from Taipei Da-An municipal kindergarten , 17 came from Taipei municipal. Shin-Yi

kindergarten and one from Chung-Chin (private) kindergarten. Fifteen children

were excluded from the final sample for failure to coorperate or to meet the ini-

tial comprehension pre-test (explained below). Of the fifty children in the

tinal sample, their age and sex distribution were given below.

Group number sex age range average age

(month) (month)

1 10 hall boys
30-35 34

half girls

36-41 39

3 42-47 46

it

50-53 52

54-59 57

Materials

For the comprehensi-)n test, 18 set of pictures were dawn ( see Appendix)

of which 14 sets were used to test the 14 pair of words, 4 sets were used in a

pre -test to make sure the subjects understood our instructions. Each set of pictures

consisted two pictures depictig the two poles of a spatial word-pair.

For the production test, two puppets, a white rabbit Jnd a gray 17,ear, were

u,Pd. The experimenter play; one puppet who says a word (e.g. lohj o- sho,-) and

the subject wh> plays the other puppet must .:ply with a word that is the c,:-osite

of the spoken word.

-Pro,edure

Each subject must complete both the comprehension and the production test

for the data to be included in the final anLlysis. The t-,o tests were given on

separate occassions usually one to seven days apart. To balance testing effect,

half of the subjects received the cc,mprehension test first and the other half pro-

duction first. Eacn subject was tested individually in a quite room on the pre-

mise of the kindergarten.
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For the comprehension test, the experimenter first showed the child the

pictures which Llually engaged the child immediately. Then the experimenter turned

to the first picture and said "show me the dog" . If the child made z mistake, E

would correct her/him. For the next picture, the question was reduced to one word

"ball?". Single word question was used in all subsequent pictures. There were 4

pre-test pictures of which the child must answer at least 2 '-orrect to continue

the study. After the pre-tesz, proper testing followed without any interruptions.

This test normally took 20 minutes to complete.

The production test began with the intreduction or the two puppets to the

child. After allowing the child to play with the puppets for a few minutes, E said

that these puppets were strange animals who always say something different from

each other. For example, when one says "good" the ce,er would "bad", when one

says "fast" the ether vmuld say "slow" and so forth. Four examples (i.e. slow/fast

bad/good, hot/cold, smile/cry ) were used. Then the experimenter invited the child

to play one puppet, and repeated the four pairs of words. If the child can play

the game properly, the test words would follow immediately without interruption.

This test normally took half an hour to complete.

Results and Discussion

Comnrehensioa

Since each word was tested twice, a subject was regarded comprehending a

word if he answered correctly on both occassions. For each word, the comprehen-

sion score was either 1 (i.e. showing comprehension) or 0 (i.e. failing compre-

hension) ; thus for each pair of words the maximum score was 2 and the minimum

0. Figure 1 presents the mean comprehsnion score of the 5 age groups as a

function of rpacial word-pairs. It is apparent that large differences exist

between different word pairs, however there seems little difference in this trend

between age groups. To check this observation, a two way analysis of variance

(Anova) was performed on comprehension scores with Age (5 levels) and spatial

.crd pairs (14 levels) as the independent variables. Both main effects were sig-

nificant, ( for age F(4,45)= 5.88, p < 0.01; for Word -hairs F''(13, 585)=59.12,

p 0.01 ) but their interaction was not significant ( F (52, 585) = 1.16, p.05).

This resol," indicated chat as the child became older, his comprehension improved.

tut the order of difficulty between different pairs of words remain tincahnged.
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comprehension. The easiest words to comprehend are big/little, more/less, above/

below, long/short, tall/short and high/low. The second group contains inside/outside

fat/thin, front/back. Third group has far/near, thick /thin , and the hardest

ligroup contains wideinarrow, thick/thinfii and deep /shallow.

When one compares this order of d'-ficulty with t',e predictions on page 5,

one sees that except hords of object location, the least difficult words are all

n-space or 1-space words referring primary spatial dimension. However, words re-

lating to spatial locations, except above/below all seem to be more .

Two pairs of words deserved special attention. They are thrIA/thinfil

refering to one dimensional secondary space ( such as board, sheets of paper), and

thick /thin 40 refering to two dimensional secondary space (e rope, wire,

beam..etc.). There are no separate words in English to distinguish these usages.

But in Chinese, these usages are clearly distinguished by different word pairs

whose order of difficulty turned out exactly as predicted by Clark's theory.

To relate difficulty of comprehension to age, Guttman Scale was used to

analyze these word pairs (Table 1) and a coefficient of reproducibility of 0.92

was obtained. Furthermore, from Table 1, one may tentatively conclude that, on

the average, by the age of 3, ,:hinese children could comprehend big/little,

more/less, above/below, long/short, tall/short, and high/low. Inside/outside,

fat/tnin, front/back, thick/thin (ii i,R ), far/near were acquired bewteen 3 and

4.

,...

(iliaAcquisition of wide/narrow, thick /thin ) and deep/shallow occurs

sometime after 4 years of age.

To determine whether the positive pole ( unmarked member ) of an adjective

pair was acquired first, subjects who either understood or failed to understand

both memebers of a wor, pair were eliminated for that word pair. From the re-

mainins subjects who understood only one member, one can determine the proportion

of subjects who understood the positive pole. Through binomial distribution, it

is easy to determine whether this proportion is higher than expected by chance.

Table 2 presents the result. if one uses the 10% chance level as the criterion,

the 5 pairs of words showing asymmetric acquisition, 3 pairs favoured positive

pole, 2 pairs favoured negative pole. If one adoots 5T level, then 2 pairs fa-

N.oured positive pole and 2 pairs negative. In short there is no evidence supporting

the contentinn that positive role is acquired before negative pole.
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Table 2. Bincm!al probability of comprehension of single member of word pairs

Lo prehension

In order for the prciu-..tion of a wo' scored correct ( a score of 1)

the response word must be exactly as recui v alternative response, regard-
_

less the semantic similarity to the correct response, would be scored wroog ( a

score o: 0 ). The only exception concerns tall/high to which the same Chinese

word is used, thus when tall or high was use' as stimulus, either short or low would

be accepted a: correct. As in comprehension, for each pair of words the score would

range from 2 to 0. A two way Anova involving Age (5) and Word-pair (14) was

performed on subjects' score , and both the main effects ( Age 94,45)= 9.09, p E 0.01

14



Word-pair F(13,585) 77.97, p 0.01) and the interaction ( F(52 585)..1.91, p40.0i)

were significant. A follow-up Newman-Keuls paired comparison test revealed the

following order of difficulty of production.

d, fl &Ai 03fA

When one compares the cktained order for production and comprehension the

most striking change involves front/back which was one of the more difficult word-

pair to comprehend, but t,.. easiest in production. Other word-pairs also seemed

to have changed somewhat their relative positions, but wten one compares production

and comprehension in terms of groups of words equivalent in difficulty, there was

little significant change.

As bef'.7,re, one can present the data on a Guttman Scale (Table 3) and again

the order of difficulty was well related to age. in other words, for all practical

purposes, order of difficulty can be treated as order of acquisition.

One of the most interesting part of the production data was the errors made

by children. Four categories were used to classify errors; they were (1) seman-

tically appropriate errors (e.g. responding to "below" with 'high" or "heaven")

(2) semantically inappropriate but related to correct response (e.g. responding to

"above" with "front" or "inside"), (3) unrelated errors (e.g. responding to "big"

with "shoes" ), (4) no response. Two graduate students :rca our department

made independent classification of 256 errors, they disagreed on only 19 errors

which were classified by the present authors. There were some subjects respond-

ing to stimulus words by adding the negative marker "bu" (i.e. not ) to the

stimulus words. We classified these responses either as class (1) error, if the

subject showed comprehension of the required response word in the previous test

of comprehension, or class (2) error, if no evidence of comprehension was found.

Figure 2. presents errors as a function of age. It seems apparent that as the child

became older, unrelated response alm6st disappeared completely and the no response

category also showed large decrement. Developmental changes in the other categories

of error were not apparent. A more detailed analysis of semantically -nnropriate

12
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errors is presented in Table 4. Words referring primary dimensions were the most

frequent subsitution words representing 74% of the total substitution errors in

the semantically Pnoropri-:e category. Although when a semantically appropriate

substitution occurs, usually a substitution word (e.g. little) is less specific

than the target word (e.g. short, thin, low), there were cases of reverse relation-

ship (i.e. using "short" to substitute "little"). Therefore these data do not

provide unequivocal support for E. Clark's theory of semantic acquisition.

Table 5 is analogous to Table 2 but contains production data. Again, es

in c)mprehension, there was no support for the contention that a child has the ten-

dency to learn the positive member of a word pair before learning the negative word.

9.0

8.0

7.0

- - - - :semantically appropriate

: inappropriate but related

-it A A *: unrelated

al a, a, a, a3

2-6 3 3-6 4 4-6

Agc Group

ric.4ure 2. Mean error for each age group

no response

The relat;ci between Production and Comprehension

For the present analysis, word pairs were used as the basic unit of compari-

sion, ano a subject must show correct comprehension or production of both members

of a word pair for his response to be included in the analysis. When one considers
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(2) ' ray (5) ' 1 (i) ' 11(1) ' (1) ' (1)

u' (6)' 4(2)

(i)

a/a(3)
(3)

A(1) rq(i) R(i)
III (2)

t (1) ' g(1) til
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4 (2)

' (I) (2)

(2)

ca: (1)

'n(1)

t(1) *(2) ' 1(6)
(2)

(1)

(2)

note figures in parenthesis represent number of cases

Table 4 Substition analysis for semantically appropriate responses
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0.3 0.2 O.] 0.05

U S 8 1 0.020

A Z 13 9 1.910

R E 9 7 0.945 / /
± T 6 1 0.063

X 31- 11 4 0.194 i
:I. IV 7 2 0.145

t /1\ 12 7 0.710

is ;1 12 5 0.291

A .CP 12 6 0.500

* /..i% - 9 5 0.623

g 4 7 3 0.363

iti a 6 3 0.500

a a 5 3 0.656

71 5 3 0.656

n= number of cases

s= number of success

p= probability of s successes in r, trials

Table 5. Bi-iomial distribution of single member production of a word pair

the relationship between comprehension ( C) and production (P) for a word pair,

there are four possible combinations : (a) correct comprehension and production

( CP ), (b) correct comprehension but ..icorrect production ( C F ), (c) correct

production but incorrect comprehension ( C P ), and (d) incorrect on both compre-

hension and production ( C P ). Table 6 presents the number of cases under these

conditions for '4 pairs of word. Eventhough the total sum of cases for CP and EP

was fairly similar, there was a very clear split between word pairs that showed

high CP but lou CP and word pairs showing the reverse relation. Counting from

top, the first word pair (above/below) to the eighth word pair (high/low) in Thole

6 all had a CP/ EP ratio at 6.5 or above, while for the last five pairs of word

the CP/ CP ratio was 5.6 or above. Word pairs showing high CP/EP ratio were all

IC.



primary dimension words, except for far/near, words with high CP /CP were all

secondary dimension words, indicating that words referinn co secondary dimension

are more difficult to acquire.

_off C P c f ) G P CP

..E. T 40 6 4 0

In a 32 1 12 5

/1 51 34 7 5 4

-J,

l' j''
32

34

17

11

0

2

1

3

A Y Si 32 A4 1 3

A II 31 1: 2 4

A{ 26 19 1 4

P tY 23 10 4 13

tq e 1 9 1 39

TX 1 3 2 44

A A 5 c0 ,2 28

g 4 3 6 0 41

.q. M 0 4 1 4 5

at 2 9 4 1 2 5 47 2 3 4

corr,!cr cot-prekension corrcct production

c..rrect comprehension incorrect production

= incorrct comprehension correct prodact,on

incorrect comprehension and production

-=3Le 6 Corpar1,0,-, of comprehension and production
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Turning attention to cases of CP and ZP, It is apparent that except for

four word pairs (i.e. above/below, front/back, inside/outside, and far/near ) all

word pairs showed much higher comprehension without production instances than the

reverse. This result obviously indicated that for most words, comprehension pre-

:eded proc.ction in acquisition. This is well in agreement with common expectation.

But what about the exceptions found in Table 6? The exceptions involved four

word pairs above/below, front/back, inside/outside and far/near, and all of them

are locative words. Why are locative words more difficult to comprehend? One

possible reason might be that locative words are more difficult to depict in pic-

tures so that more errors were made in the comprehension test. Although this

possibility can not be ruled uut completely, close examination of our stimulus

pictures did not show any undue vagueness for pict as on locative terms. In any

event, it is not always true that comprehension p cedes production. For example,

soce deltic terms such as "this", "that", "here", and "there" appeared quite early

in children's vocabulary, but ini '311y are used only in their attention-directing

function. Only much later, can children comprehend their contrastive spatial

functions (Wales, 1979). So it is quite possible that some children in our sample

were able produce the correct contrastive locative words but unable to compre-

hend the meaning these same words a; relfected in the picture comprehension

task. Just how far can children comprehend these locative spatial terms is the

focus of the next experiment.
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Experiment 11

St:dies on spatial locat:ve rumercus, and mos, of them are con-

cerned with the word pair frootback (E. Clar,, 1980, Harris and strommen, 1972,

Johnston and slobin, 1979. Johnston, 1984, Kuc4Lj and Maratsos, 1975). Despite

predictions the_ front should be easier to learn because of its perceptual promi-

nence, rust studies found no apparent lag between the acquisition of these words

Regarding the vertical dimension, an study by E. Clark (1973) found that

children seemed to comprehend "on" bet in" which in turn preceded "under".

Closer examir-:cion found that children at an earlier stage may have adopted a non-

linguistic strategy of placing everything on the top surface of a reference object

thus giving the impression of understanding the meaning "on" before "in" and

'under". Folloing this insight, E. Clark (1980) undertook another study in which

she varied the nature of tHe reference objects which were from four categories: (1)

objects with inherent top/bottom and front/back, (2) object with inherent top/bottom

but not frontibacl , (3) objects with inherent front/back but not top/bottom, and (4)

objects without inherent top/bottom n,7 front/back. Children were asked to show

the experimenter the various positions of these objects. Her results showed that

children understood top/bottom before front/back but no significant difference

between different members of these word pairs.

The present study followed the essential do gn features E. Clark's(1980)

study to determine Chinese children's comprehension of locative word; with res-

i.ect tp different reference objt.:ts.

Method

-Jr-curs of ch:Id-er ,ho parcicivated in the previ,-- ,zudy were chosen.

Nerd CICjD 17'! i ,tan ane 3h month), A2 ( mean age 4b month) and A3 (mean aye

s erc, selected for each of the four categories of objects. For

cry NL e. objects with inherent horizontal and vertical positions) the chosen

,J.re toy truck and a toy chair, for category 4 (i.e. objects with

h,..,r17cnta1 position out no vertical position) a madel :arc, a flate metal
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design ( 0.7 cm thick and i.7 cm in diameter) with picture on the front surface

cork surface at the back, for category V (i.e. objects with inherent vertical

position but not horizontal position) a small bottle (10 cm tall, 3 cm in diameter)

and a small toy table lamp ( i3 cm tall, 6 cm in diameter) were used, and finally

for category Un (i.e. objects with neither inherent vertical nor horizontal po-

sitions) a ping -Bong ball and a cubic wooden block ( 2.4 cm each side) were chosen.

Procedure

Each child was tested individually in a quite room on the nursery school.

After a few minutes of familiarizing the child with the surrounding and the testing

materials, the experimenter picked a small cat ( about 1 cm ) and ask the child

to place the cat in experimenter's hand , if the child made a mistake he/she
asked

would be corrected. Then the experimenter. the child to place the cat on his/her

own head. When the child had no difficulty following the instructions, the expe-

riment would begin. The child would be asked to place the cat on various positions

reference objects. All reference objects described above were used for

al our positions (top/bottom,front/back), thus each child would be questioned

32 times ( 8 objects x 4 positions ). Appearance order of objects and order of

questions were randomized for each child.

Six students at National Taiwan University were also questioned with

respect to these objects and the four pc-itions, and their response agreed in

96% oc cases. The only descrepancies came from one of the subject in answering

the question front/back with respect to objects without inherent front/back (Category

V) and objects withou- cront/back and top/bottom ( Category Un). Majority answers

were used as the correct response with respect to which children's responses were

judged.

Results and Discussion

When a child responded to a question in a manner identical to adult response

he'-ne would be given a score of 1, --wis4 a sc_ce of 0 will be given. Since

for eac, object category , each ,tinct Lion was questioned twice ( i.e.

two objects), a child can get a maxis ,-, sr-7e of 2 and minimum 0 for each distinct

condition. This dependent measure was subjected to 3 3-way Anova ( Age (3) x

Object Category (4) x Position (4) ). Except age, th._' other main effects were

significant (for Object Category, F (3,81) 79.96,p40.01, for position F(3,81)..

170.81, p ( 0.01). The only significant interaction involved Position x Object Cate.
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( F(9,243)=40.21, 1)4( 0.00, it other interactions were non-significant.

Since neither Age nor any of its interaction were significant, for all prac-

tical purposes, this factor can ignored. In Figure 3 data averaged over age

were presented. Inspection of this figure made it quite clear where the signi-

ficant effects in the Anova originated. As far as top/bottom is concerned,

almost perfect comprehension was shown by children at all ages for every cat,

gory of objects, but comprehension of front/back was drastically affected by

the nature of the reference objects. Mean correct response for objects with

inherent front/back was more than three tiles higher than that for objects

without inherent features. Compared wi,h English data (E. Clark, 190) our data

are in general agreement in that top/bottom was much easier than front/Lea and

there was no apparent difference between different members within each word pair.

However, for comparable age group, our data had a much higher correct-response

level than English speaking children for front/back under category HV and H.

2.0

0
1.5

tt

,Lo

1.0
0

0.5

b;
HV

b, b, b,

U..

Object Category

Figure 3, Mean correct response by object category and pocit;ons
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Furthermore, Clark found strong tendency of non-linguistic strategy among

children unable to comprehend front/back. Nearly half of total response were

placing an object on the top surface of the reference object when the instruction

"top" or "front" was given in Clark's data. When we analyzed misplacement in

our data ( see Table 7 ), there was no
undue

tendency of substituting top for

front or back. To be sure, there were such substitutions, but other substituions

were just as frequent. In fact the use of aduldt's back response for front

instruction was slightly higher than the use of top for front. Thus there is

no evidence in our data to support Clark's claim that the non-linguistic stra-

tegy of placing an object on top of another object is the underlying basis for

children's acquisition of top/bottom before they acquire front/back.
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